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Creepy Passage

The Creepy Passage is a natural passage of clear space between the Akuro Nebula and the Yugumo
Nebula, that also cuts upward through the Yugumo Nebula. On the main star map it runs West to East
starting from block 2212 to 2412 and then upwards to 2514.

It is currently considered part of the Motoyoshi Colonial Sector.

History and Background

The YSS Yugumo explored the Creepy Passage on its first mission in YE 29 during the First
Mishhuvurthyar War.1) There they disabled a Blrakkrashiverinth Battleship belonging to the Sfrarabla
Mishhuvurthyar Xhrafuklurp (SMX). The Fifth Expeditionary Fleet, led by the YSS Akuro II, would later
follow on its way to establish the first colonies in the Yugumo Cluster.2)

In YE 30 some covert sensor probe networks were placed in and around the Creepy Passage as part of
the United Outer Colonies border defenses3) 4). These were accessed by the YSS Eucharis in YE 335).
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During the Kuvexian War, the Creepy Passage and other key entry points were frequently patrolled by
the First Expeditionary Fleet in fear that the Kuvexian Military would attempt to cut off supply lines to the
Yugumo Cluster from the rest of the Yamatai Star Empire. As YE 43, the passage remains as a more
covert route into the Motoyoshi Colonial Sector.

Drescription

The western entrance of the creepy passage is framed by the Akuro Nebula and the Yugumo Nebula. It
also cuts northward through the western portion of the Yugumo Nebula towards the border of the
Kingdom of Neshaten.

Transportation

The only way to reach the Creepy Passage is by starship or other craft.

People

The passage has no permanent inhabitants, but the Bothuturtha Pirates tend to have vessels here.

Characters

These Characters are present in the creepy passage:6)

Nothing found

RP Opportunities

Great Roleplay Ideas here.

Encounter Bothuturtha Pirates.
Find a hidden abandoned starship or gas mining facility.
Explore the Creepy Passage or the Akuro Nebula and the Yugumo Nebula.
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Local Rumors

Rumors for this region.

The Star Army of Yamatai tests new starships and crafts in a nearby nebula.
The abandoned Chie Research Base is drifting in the Creepy Passage.

OOC Notes

The original article was by Wes. Andrew updated this article on 2021/02/06 16:52.

It was approved by Wes in this thread.

Artbreeder artwork by Charaa.

Places of the SARPiverse
Place Categories expanse, region

1)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/yugumo-mission-1-day-1-perditions-flames.14454/page-3#p
ost-211591
2)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/5xf-command-prelude-the-twelve.14338/#post-210259
3)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/index.php?threads/pantheons-eye-loadouts.881/
4)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/index.php?threads/orders-general-5th-xf-orders-from-motoyoshi-sait
o-taisho.1397/
5)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/index.php?threads/mission-11-1-the-torchbearers.5857/
6)

Struct list will show when someone lists this as a location
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